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Explore Style and Elegance in Paris! 

During your business trip to Paris, elevate your experience with premium access provided by Paris Region 
Chamber of Commerce.  

Embark through the world of fashion and decoration innovation with our exclusive fashion and decor tour in 
Paris. Immerse yourself in the dynamic and sophisticated realms of fashion and interior design, exploring key 
sectors such as Haute Couture, Sustainable Decor, Luxury Home Accessories, and more.  

As institutional partner and business representative, Paris Region Chamber of Commerce provides a unique 
perspective on Mode and design in Paris, offering half-day experience that will take you behind the scenes of 
iconic fashion and decor hubs, showcasing the latest trends shaping the industry. 

We provide you with: 

▪ Exclusive access to cutting-edge fashion and decor startups.

▪ Meetings with industry leaders and design experts.

▪ Exploration of iconic fashion districts, chic decor showrooms, department stores, luxury shops…

▪ Identification of business opportunities in the ever-evolving fashion and decoration landscape

Special offer (from January to June 2024): Private visits to the Olympic Games’sites and/or 

innovative companies involved in the construction of the Olympic Village (2 hours) 

Deadline for the visit of the Olympic Village: end February 2024 

Why Paris? 

▪ A vibrant ecosystem combining fashion and interior design with a rich heritage.

▪ Home to renowned fashion houses, emerging designers, and innovative decor creators.

▪ Paris Fashion Week and design events set global trends.

▪ Collaborative spirit across various fashion and decoration sectors.

Simplified Logistics: Guided and logistical coordination will be provided to ensure a seamless and stylish experience. 

WHO IS THIS FOR? 

French CCI overseas, foreign CCI, export promotion 
bodies, embassy commercial departments, 
ministries, trade unions, and, more broadly, 
any public or private body likely, universities 

METHODS 

Bespoke service requiring 6 to 8 weeks of 
preparation

CONTACT 

WTC Paris Ile-de-France, Networks and Partnerships 
Department DGA CCI International Paris Ile-de-France 
Email: wtcparis-ile-de-france@cci-paris-idf.fr 

Site visits: 
Experience Exclusive Fashion & Decoration 
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